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Ouestion 7: (SMarkl

A project has an initial investment of 30000 JD. If the life of the project is 30 years.
And revenue for each year is 3000 JD and the cost of each year iJ iooo ro. ei a
discount rate of d : l}Yu What is the NPV of the project? Is this project feasible?* (e-c^)
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Ouestion 2: QMark)
Objectives: This question is related to economics of fossil fuels
Mention the four main activities that affect the price fossil fuels
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Ouestion 3: $Markr
objectives: This question is related to Levelized cost of Electricity
A PV system has a size of 1 MW. The system life is 25 years. If the system costs 1

JD/Wp. The utilization factor is20%. The operation and maintenance cost of the
system is 10000 lDlyear. Assume 5% discount rate. what is the LCoE?
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R/P ratio \ Maximum energy a storage can hold
P/R ratio \ Maximum rate of enersy chaxse/discharee
Utilization factoN\ Y .Duration oil will last at current production level
Roturd trio efficiencv I .Fraction of oil reserve that has been oroduced
Power Capacity of ESS/N- {.{et ratio of retrieved oower to inout Dower
Energy Capacity of ESS $atio of actual energy generated to rated energy potential

of RE systems

Ouestion 4: (6Mark)
finitions

Connect the term on the left column with its correct definition on the right column

Demand Response
Obiective Reason

Peak clipping
Ntilize 

power that would otherwise be wasted

Load building 
J

Avoid overloading the system which causes
bower outaqe

Valley filling / \
$pproach a load factor: 1

Ouestion 5: UMarkt
Objectives: This question is related to the electric grid

A) What are the three most important advantages of the electric grid for energy
transport?
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B) What is the main limitation of using conventional electric grid for energy

transport?
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Electricity oricing Program Goal

Time of Use Encourage customer to reduce consumption
during peak hours only

Peak time saving ,Encourage customers to conserve energy

Tiered -/ \
.Encourage customers to shift consumption from
beak hours to off-oeak hours
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Ouestion 6: (SMarkl

The chart below represents the rates of each kwhr of electricity consumption during
different times. One month electricity consumption is given by the following table

Weekdays

Day Evening Night

100 kWhr 75 kwhr 50 kwhr

Weekends

Day Evening Night

80 kwhr 20 kWhr 40 kwhr
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What is the total cost of electricity consumption?
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Ouestion 7: UMarkt
Objectives: This question is related to load variations

I ) Mention thrpe factors that contributes to the yearlv variations of loads
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2) Mention two factors that contributes to the seasonal variations of loads
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3) Mention three factors that contributes to the daily variations of loads
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Ouestion 8: (3Mark)

Mention the three types of flexible loads and define each one of them
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Ouestion9: o " (3Mark)
Objectives: This question is related to storage sizing
In the figure below, the daily load curve is given such that: area B : 10 kWhr,
area D : 15 kwhr, area c : 12 Kwhr. what is the storage size required to supply the
load for one day without intemrption?
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